
That which is not forbidden is 
compulsory. – T.H. White 
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Singular events in fluid flow due to topological change 

Outline: 
1)   Free surface singularities 
2)   Quantum vortices 
3)   Navier-Stokes turbulence 
4)   Euler flow 



Zeff et al., Nature 2000 



Zeff et al., Nature 2000 













•  The	  cube	  (L	  =	  30.5	  cm)	  is	  rigidly	  mounted	  at	  center	  plane	  of	  the	  wave	  tank	  
 
 

•  2D wave collapse: An Wang, James H. 
Duncan and Daniel P. Lathrop 



High-‐speed	  Movie	  of	  Wave	  Impact	  
(1500	  pps,	  played	  at	  15	  fps,	  field	  of	  view	  53	  cm)	  

Contact Point 

Cube 



Water	  Surface	  Profiles	  

Front	  face	  of	  cube	  	  

•  The	  profiles	  are	  equally	  spaced	  in	  Eme,	  measured	  at	  a	  frame	  rate	  of	  
1500	  pps	  and	  ploHed	  every	  5	  frames.	  

•  The	  last	  profile	  represent	  the	  moment	  of	  impact	  (the	  water	  surface	  
between	  the	  contact	  point	  and	  the	  crest	  collapse	  to	  a	  point	  and	  the	  
surface	  becomes	  a	  straight	  line.)	  





Collapse	  to	  Zero	  of	  the	  Length	  Scale	  

•  Length scale is defined as the average distance from the 
origin (singularity point) to points on the curved portion of 
the surface (between contact point and crest). 

•  The decay of length scale follows the power law with 
exponent  

•  The wedge angle remains nearly a constant about  



Comparison	  



Quantum Fluids 

A state of matter with long range quantum order 
 
Type of synchronization 

 partial phase sync of the individual atomic wave functions 
 
E.g. 

 BEC atomic systems 
 4He 
 3He 
 Cooper pair electrons in superconductors 
 Physical vacuum 

 
Quantum Turbulence –> turbulence in a quantum fluid 
Why does it matter? 



Background: Superfluid Helium 

vaccum state 
quantum fluid 



Two-Fluid Model 
•  Order parameter for 

superfluid helium is a 
complex field,  

Ψ(x) = Aeiφ 	

A is amplitude,  

 and φ is the phase 
•  Superfluid velocity given by 
 

 h = Planck’s constant 
 m = mass of helium atom 



Quantized Vortices 
•  Lowest energy state: n=1, so φ wraps 2π 

around a defect  
•  Induces a superflow around the line: 

Φ	

	

r 



What is quantum turbulence? 
 
 

An evolving set of quantized vortices: 
 
Aperiodic 
 
Large range of length scales 

 and curvatures 
Rings 
Vortices ending at walls 
Knots 
 
 
Quantum turbulence 
is dominated by: 
 
Reconnection 
Ring collapse 



Superfluid helium "
Visualization"
"
Apparatus"

"Optical cryostat"
"Particle injector"
"Laser sheet"
"Low light camera"
"T>1.6 K"



Particle Production 
1 H2 : χ He χ>>1 

1/2 
image
8 mm 

Bewley et al., Experiments in Fluids 2008 

T>Tλ	






Sounds through transition caught with 
MEMS microphone 



H2  mass  fraction 

Smaller is better 
 
Fewer is better 
 
Particles are not passive! 





From Schwarz PRB 1985 



Vortex reconnection 

Much more recent work! 
Kerr PRL 2011 (NLSE) 



Only small pre- and post- differences 
 
c may represent the affect of local strains 
 
reconnection and ring collapse represented 

NEARLY TIME REVERSIBLE! 
 

M.S. Paoletti, M.E. Fisher, and D.P. Lathrop, 
“Reconnection dynamics for quantized vortices,’’  

 Physica D (2010) 



δ = A κ1/2 (t-to)1/2 

M.S. Paoletti, M.E. Fisher, K.R. Sreenivasan, and D.P. Lathrop, “Velocity statistics 
distinguish quantum from classical turbulence,” Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008) 

Bagaley and Barenghi, PRE (2011). 







Kelvin waves! 





Collapse in similarity coordinates and a 
comparison with theoretical models 





Fixed points of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

New fixed point.  Near origin: 



New fixed point is a saddle 



Eigenvector for saddle directions away from  Ψ2 

Real part Imaginary part 



φ	


A 

π/2 

Prefactor depends on reconnection geometry 

Pr(A) = Pr(φ) |dφ/dA| 
Connection possible between  
experiment and theory 
Need A(φ)!	






Dissertations: complex.umd.edu 
Youtube channel: n3umh 
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Paoletti, Fisher, and Lathrop, Physica D 2008 
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Meichle, Rorai, Fisher, and Lathrop, PRB 2012 
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Next steps: 3-D tracking 



We love fluid turbulence 
 
Velocity  field rough  v(x,t) 
 
Large range of length scales 
Large range of time scales 
 
Pr(vi)  Gaussian 
 
E(k) ~ k-5/3  Inertial range 
 
Known – agreed on equations 

 of motion 
 Navier-Stokes Eq. 

 
 
 

  















Does the 
Variance exist? 









Safety! 

Danger! 


